Mirra 2 Chairs
®

Work has evolved, and we’ve become
more active—shifting from individual
to collaborative work in an instant. We
need tools designed to be as agile as we
are. That’s why Mirra 2 was designed to
support people who work in a constant
state of motion. The chair moves with
you, at one with your body. When you
sit, the seat and back adapt to you, and
the chair’s dynamic surfaces respond to
your slightest movements. With simple,
intuitive adjustments to fine-tune the fit,
Mirra 2 balances comfort and personalized
ergonomics in one sophisticated design.
Designer
Studio 7.5
Benefits
•	Lightweight design, ideal for settings
where agility is key
•	Ultra-responsive materials that
respond to body’s slightest movements
•	
Works for a variety of people and
applications
Warranty
12-year, 3-shift
hermanmiller.com/mirra-2-chairs

Mirra 2 Chairs
®

Key Features

1.

3.

TriFlex Back™
The size, shape, and pattern of the holes in the TriFlex
back create zones of support that allow healthy
seated movement. The TriFlex back also meets
rigorous cleaning protocols.
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5.

Optional Height-Adjustable Lumbar Support
The height-adjustable lumbar support provides an
added level of spinal support and comfort for the
lumbar region.

6.

AireWeave ™ Seat Suspension
The seat suspension conforms to your shape,
distributes your weight evenly, and keeps heat from
building up as you sit.

Details

Stool

Stool

Materials
Click here to view the complete textile and materials offering for Mirra 2.

Sustainability

Family
Work Chair with Butterfly Back
Work Chair with TriFlex Back
Stool with Butterfly Back
Stool with TriFlex Back

Seat Depth
Fixed Seat
Adjustable Seat

The following information applies only to Mirra 2 work chairs.
Overview
Maximum User Weight
350 lbs/159 kg
Population Range
5th–95th Percentile
Back Support
PostureFit Sacral Support
Adjustable Lumbar Support

Standard
Optional

Seat Height
Low-Height Range
Standard-Height Range
Extended-Height Range

14.75"–19"
16"–20.5"
16.75"–22.25"
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Work Chair with Triflex Back

–

PostureFit®
PostureFit supports your spine at its lowest point,
the sacrum, and reinforces your pelvis, preventing
slouching and fatigue while you sit.

Work Chair with Butterfly Back

max

4.

Work Chairs

14.75–22.5"

Butterfly Back™
The Butterfly back combines the comfort of upholstery
with the strength of polymer to provide pressure
distribution from sacrum to the upper thoracic regions
of the spine.

Statement of Line

41.75–43.75"
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2.

3
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Harmonic™ 2 Tilt
The tilt enables natural, balanced movement through
a range of postures.

Tilt Options
Standard Tilt
Tilt Limiter
Tilt Limiter with Seat Angle
Arm Options
No Arms
Fixed Arms
Fully Adjustable 4D Arms

16.25"
16.25"–18"

Click here to see how Mirra 2 meets your environmental goals.

3D Models
View model library.

